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I. Executive summary
Hurricane Sandy has fundamentally altered the way in which society thinks about coastal resilience in
the mid-Atlantic and New England states. Considerable funds are being invested in restoring coastal
resources and the need to systematically plan how we invest is increasingly apparent. A thorough
understanding of the effectiveness of Hurricane Sandy restoration projects on tidal marshes and the
wildlife they support is thus needed to direct conservation actions where they will have the greatest
benefits toward increasing the resilience of green infrastructure.
Many species of conservation concern use tidal marshes and face additional threats from sea-level rise.
The Saltmarsh Habitat and Avian Research Program (SHARP) has assembled a large collection of
historical and contemporary measures of plant and bird communities in tidal marshes from Virginia to
Maine. In the current project, we used this platform to begin to assess the efficacy of restoration
activities and to provide planning guidance to enhance the future resiliency of natural coastal assets.
Our primary focus was to collect elevation, vegetation, and bird data to quantify baseline conditions at
Hurricane Sandy resiliency sites on federal lands throughout the Northeast and mid-Atlantic states and
at paired control sites. These data have been combined with similar data collected at National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) resiliency sites across the same region into a common database, and will
form the basis for long-term investigations into the efficacy of coastal restoration and management
work.
In addition to baseline data collection at resiliency sites and the continuation of long-term salt-marsh
monitoring on select refuges, our work has had three specific research goals. First, we assessed the
demographic impact of Hurricane Sandy on four tidal marsh specialist bird species. We found no
evidence for reduced nest survival in the years after the storm for any of these species. Daily nest
survival was similar in years before and after the storm both for species found only in the impact zone
(clapper rail and seaside sparrow) and for those that occurred over a wider area (willet and saltmarsh
sparrow). The worst year for nest survival in our longer time series was a year in which there were
repeated storms throughout the summer, reinforcing the idea that repeated smaller events that
impinge on key life stages or that combine to cause long-term changes in habitat conditions may be
more likely to impact populations than single large events. Developing strategies that protect these
habitats over the long term will require that coastal resilience planning address both the gradual
changes that threaten natural coastal systems and the extreme events that have the most obvious
effects on human well-being and built infrastructure.
Second, we projected the impact of future storms of varying strengths for these four species by
integrating our demographic estimates into a population projection. We found that the populations of
these focal species are resilient to extreme disturbances, with high resistance to short-term reductions
in vital rates and recovery from perturbation within 20 years to the range of normal variation. For
example, a 69% reduction in survival or a 95% reduction in fecundity was required to shift trajectories of
clapper rail populations outside of normal variation 50% of the time. The simple computational
approach used here can be applied to other models that project population or range dynamics,
providing a general framework for quantifying population resilience to disturbance events. Applying this
iii

framework across potentially disturbance-prone species and ecosystems would generate specific
projections of resilience that are needed for effective conservation planning and policy, especially for
species that are vulnerable to stronger or more frequent weather events.
Third, we compared the ability of a Multi-Metric Index (MMI) to other standard statistical approaches to
predict the conservation value and level of human disturbance for 678 tidal marshes across the
Northeastern US. Although the variables in the ‘best model’ showed a fairly good agreement among
methods, the explanatory and predictive power of each model was relatively low (e.g., maximum R2 =
0.42), with MMI performing the worst. Human disturbance was best explained by plant community
characteristics, while the integrity of the avian specialist community was largely unrelated to these
features. These results suggest that conserving both avian and plant communities in Northeastern US
tidal marshes may require independent consideration of drivers of change.
This report consists of two technical summaries of our current understandings to date (of the
demographic impacts of Hurricane Sandy on tidal marsh birds and best practices for evaluating tidal
marsh integrity and resilience), one manuscript written for submission to a peer-reviewed journal, and
baseline data summaries for thirteen National Wildlife Refuges where coastal resilience projects are
being implemented.
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II. Tidal marsh birds show demographic resilience to Hurricane Sandy
Katharine Ruskin, Jonathan B Cohen, Thomas P Hodgman, Adrienne I Kovach, Brian J Olsen, W Gregory
Shriver, and Chris S Elphick

Introduction
Tropical cyclones have dramatic effects on people and are often assumed to have similarly bad effects
on other species and their habitats. Most ecological studies however are small scale, and potentially
biased towards places where effects are most apparent because those are the places that researchers
are drawn to and where funding is most readily available. Similarly, few studies have good baseline data
because it is hard to anticipate exactly where storms will hit the coast, and comprehensive coastal
monitoring is largely lacking in most areas.
Hurricane Sandy, which hit the east coast of the USA in October 2012, presents an instructive
case both due to the storm’s behavior, and the availability of pre-storm ecological data. Although wind
speeds had dropped to about 130 km/h by the time the storm made landfall in New Jersey,
meteorological conditions and the coincidence of landfall with especially high tides meant that Sandy
caused over 150 human deaths in the USA, did considerable damage to human infrastructure (estimated
as $65 billion in the US alone; National Hurricane Center 2018), and raised concerns about impacts to
coastal ecosystems across multiple states. Rather than tracking along the coast, the storm path ran
perpendicular to the coast and headed directly inland towards the Great Lakes, creating a clearer
gradient in the magnitude of its physical effects than in more typical cases where hurricanes track north
along the coast.
During the summers immediately prior to the storm, we collected a variety of data about birds
that use coastal marshes in the northeastern USA. Using this baseline, we tested whether there were
effects of the storm on the demography of four focal species that nest largely in tidal marshes, but that
differ in their current population status. Saltmarsh sparrow, Ammodramus caudacutus, is found only in
tidal marshes, with a breeding range restricted to the New England and mid-Atlantic states. The total
population size was estimated to be just over 50,000 birds in 2011-12 (Wiest et al. 2016), but the species
has been declining at a rate of approximately 9% per year since the 1990s (Correll et al. 2017). The
closely related seaside sparrow, Ammodramus maritimus, is also largely restricted to tidal marshes, but
is much more widespread and numerous. Seaside sparrows range from southern New England to the
1

Gulf of Mexico, and have a population of well over 200,000 in the northeastern USA alone (Wiest et al.
2016). Population size appears to be stable across this region (Correll et al. 2017), although preliminary
evidence suggests that it might be declining at the northern edge of its range (Field and Elphick,
unpublished data).
In addition to the two sparrows, which both have altricial young that stay in the nest after hatch,
we studied two species with precocial young. Clapper rails, Rallus crepitans, have a breeding range that
extends from southern New England to the Gulf Coast and the Caribbean. In the northeastern USA, the
population is estimated to contain about 150,000 birds (Wiest et al. 2016), but is declining at 4.6% per
year (Correll et al. 2017). Finally, the eastern subspecies of willet, Tringa semipalmata semipalmata, is
estimated to have a stable population of over 110,000 individuals (Wiest et al. 2016, Correll et al. 2017).
All four species are predicted to lose habitat over the next few decades, potentially with large
concomitant population declines (Klingbeil et al., unpublished manuscript).
In this study, we first estimated reproductive success in the years immediately before and after
Hurricane Study for all four of these species. For saltmarsh sparrow and willet we also were able to
compare sites that were in the zone most heavily affected by the storm with those that were less
seriously affecting, approximating a before-after, control-impact (BACI) design. Seaside sparrow and
clapper rail have ranges that do not extend as far north as the other two species, and were sampled only
at sites within the region where the storm’s effects were greatest. Second, we used a longer time series
of reproductive data for saltmarsh sparrows in Connecticut, within the region that experienced
especially high storm surge, to determine how nest survival in the years after the storm compared to
that over the previous decade. In combination, these analyses provide both spatial and temporal
context for assessing whether Sandy had a meaningful effect on nesting bird success in tidal marshes.

Methods
We collected demographic data from 2011 and 2015 at 20 plots spanning approximately 575 km of
coastline between Maine and New Jersey, USA (Table 1). Plot areas ranged from 1-28 ha but most were
10-15 ha. At each plot, we implemented a standardized data collection protocol in which we searched
each plot for nests at least once per week throughout the breeding season (May to August) and revisited
nests every 2-5 (typically 3) days to determine nest fates (see Ruskin et al. 2017a for full details). We
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defined nest success as survival until chicks were able to leave the nest (hatch day for willets and
clapper rails, 9 days after hatching for saltmarsh and seaside sparrows).
We compared reproductive success during summers prior to the storm (2011-12) with those
after the storm (2013-15), looked for differences between areas most affected by the storm (“impact”
sites) and those outside of the storm’s main path (“control” sites), and looked to see whether the
magnitude of the storm surge had any effect.
Reproductive success was estimated as the probability of daily nest survival using the program
MCestimate (Etterson et al. 2007, Etterson et al. 2014) using system-specific methods described by
Ruskin et al. (2017a, 2017b). We obtained separate estimates for nests in years before or after Sandy
and – for those species with ranges that extend into northern New England – within and outside the
areas most affected by the storm. We assigned each site a measure for the magnitude of the storm’s
impact, derived from water level data collected at the nearest tide station to a given plot, using only
approved values provided by the United States Geological Survey. Nearest stations ranged from 1-49 km
away by water from our plots (mean distances ± sd: 14 ± 16 km).
To better contextualize the interannual variation we observed in the years immediately before
and after Hurricane Sandy with a longer time series, we also examined reproductive success over a
longer time period for saltmarsh sparrows, for which we have the most long-term data. We used
reproductive information from 3 of our study plots (Barn Island, East River, and Hammonasset State
Park in Connecticut), where we have been studying sparrows since 2002. Nest searching, monitoring,
and fate assignments followed similar protocols to those described above (see also Gjerdrum et al.
2005, 2008, Bayard and Elphick 2010, 2011). Pooling data across these three sites, we estimated daily
nest survival in each year from 2002-2015 (except 2005 and 2006, when no data were collected at these
sites) to determine whether there was any evidence for a change after 2012 or for a particularly large
drop between 2012 and 2013.

Results
We collected nest monitoring data from 3,405 nests (237 willet nests, 95 clapper rail nests, 2,233
saltmarsh sparrow nests, and 840 seaside sparrow nests), with a total of 12,383 nest visits, yielding a
total sample of 41,602 exposure days. Across all years, these visits spanned the period between May 15
and September 9.
3

We found no evidence for reduced nest survival in the years after the storm for any of the four
target species (Figure 1). Daily nest survival was similar in years before and after the storm both for
species found only in the impact zone (clapper rail and seaside sparrow) and for those that occurred
over a wider area (willet and saltmarsh sparrow). No clear difference was found between control and
impact areas for the two species that breed to the north of southern New England, and there was no
support for the hypothesis that sites within the impact zone would show reduced nest survival after
Sandy due to the storm’s impact.
The longer time series of nest survival data from Connecticut also showed no evidence for
reduced survival after 2012, as would be predicted if the storm had an effect on reproduction. In this
data set, nest survival estimates from the two years immediately after the storm were almost identical
to the year before the storm, and to those from 10 years earlier (Figure 2). Moreover, survival in these
years was considerably higher than during 2009, the worst year in the time series.

Discussion
Major environmental disturbances, especially those that have catastrophic human consequences, are
often assumed to be detrimental to wildlife and the natural systems on which they depend. On the
other hand, even large and rare disturbances are often a normal part of the natural range of conditions
found in these systems. Consequently, it would not be surprising if species have evolved traits to survive
disturbances, or for populations that occur in a given system to have dynamics that provide resilience to
even the more extreme events that are part of the natural variation.
High winds and storm surges, such as those associated with Hurricane Sandy, are a normal,
albeit uncommon, feature of coastal systems along the US Atlantic Coast. High water flooding during
Sandy, however, was particularly severe because the storm coincided with high spring tides. Despite this
extreme flooding, we found no evidence for a demographic effect on any of the specialist saltmarshnesting birds studied here. Sandy, of course, did not hit during the nesting season, and direct
reproductive losses would not be expected. Anecdotal reports of “damage” to coastal marshes,
however, might lead one to expect subsequent nesting to be affected by habitat changes caused during
the storm. This does not appear to have been the case. Other work that we have conducted further
suggests that there were no detectable declines in the populations of the four focal species considered
here following the storm, nor that there were widespread, systematic changes in marsh vegetation
4

immediately after the storm (SHARP unpublished data). Collectively, these results indicate that
saltmarsh systems are resilient to the effects of storm events similar to that caused by Hurricane Sandy.
That we find evidence for resilience to major storm events in the set of saltmarsh specialist birds
studied here is, nonetheless, perhaps surprising given what else we know about their population status.
Two species are undergoing serious declines throughout the northeastern USA (Correll et al. 2017), and
all are projected to lose habitat to sea-level rise over the next few decades, with population losses of at
least 85% plausible for each species (Klingbeil et al. unpublished manuscript). Past and projected
declines, however, appear to be largely driven by the demographic effects of repeated tidal flooding
during the nesting season (Field et al. 2017, in press), habitat change (Correll et al. 2017, Klingbeil et al.
unpublished manuscript), or both.
Clearly, major storms earlier in the breeding season could have a more serious effect on
reproduction than was seen following Sandy. Hurricane Irene passed through our study region in late
August 2011 and caused some nest failure at our northernmost study sites (K Ruskin, unpublished data),
but also occurred after most breeding was over. This timing is typical, with the most severe storms
usually occurring in late summer or fall after most reproductive activity has ended. The worst year for
nest survival in our Connecticut time series was 2009, however, a year in which there were repeated
storms throughout the summer, bringing higher than average rainfall and much higher than predicted
tides throughout June and July (Bayard and Elphick 2011). This observation reinforces the idea that it is
not necessarily the dramatic extreme events that most affect species viability, but rather the repeated
smaller events that impinge on key life stages or that combine to cause long-term changes in habitat
conditions. A more compete assessment of the demographic resilience to extreme events such as Sandy,
fully addressing effects on population growth, is provided by Field et al. (Section III).
Collectively, our results suggest that building increased resilience into coastal marsh ecosystems
should not be narrowly focused on hurricanes. The major shifts that are happening in marshes (e.g.,
Field et al. 2017) appear more likely to be caused by gradual changes, such as sea-level rise or nutrient
additions. Hurricanes may in fact bring some ecological benefits to tidal marsh species by depositing
sediment onto marshes that helps them build elevation, or by killing trees along the upland edge,
potentially facilitating the spread of marshes inland. Developing strategies that protect these habitats
over the long term will require that coastal resilience planning address both the gradual changes that
threaten natural coastal systems and the extreme events that have the most obvious effects on human
well-being and built infrastructure.
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Table 1. Study sites in the northeastern USA where demographic data have been collected to study the
effects of Hurricane Sandy on tidal marsh birds.

State

Latitude

Longitude

Marsh complex name

Plot size (ha)

New Jersey

39.50598823

-74.42564887

Oyster Creek

19

New Jersey

39.53554518

-74.44253256

Mullica Wilderness

17

New Jersey

39.69698951

-74.21126457

ATT

14

New York

40.59975147

-73.90725924

Four Sparrow Marsh

1

New York

40.60848309

-74.19277382

Sawmill Creek

4

New York

40.62011387

-73.62124797

Marine Nature Study Area

4

New York

40.65182314

-73.75157351

Idlewild

3

Connecticut

41.26211791

-72.5520973

Hammonasset

13

Connecticut

41.26940894

-72.65164296

East River

19

Connecticut

41.31700371

-72.21177681

Pattagansett

8

Connecticut

41.33702643

-71.8703894

Barn Island WMA

23

Rhode Island

41.4425439

-71.46571031

John H Chafee NWR

12

Rhode Island

41.48726854

-71.24917593

Sachuest Point NWR

4

Massachusetts

42.77556486

-70.80810268

Parker River NWR

28

New Hampshire

43.03915478

-70.9269943

Chapman’s Landing

12

New Hampshire

43.07542386

-70.91539007

Lubberland Creek

8

Maine

43.29366458

-70.57620127

Eldridge Marsh

11

Maine

43.53970539

-70.35444111

Jones Creek

17

Maine

43.55398384

-70.32848703

Nonesuch River

14

Maine

43.56329844

-70.35844569

Scarborough Marsh

10
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Daily nest survival probability
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Figure 1. Daily nest survival probability (± 95% CI), a proxy for fecundity, did not differ between years
before (2011-2012) and after (2013-2015) Hurricane Sandy for tidal marsh birds. This pattern was
consistent both for (top panel) seaside sparrows (SESP) and clapper rails (CLRA) which were only
surveyed in the Hurricane Sandy impact zone, and for (bottom panel) saltmarsh sparrows (SALS) and
willets (WILL) for which we have data from both control and impacted sites.
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Figure 2. Annual variation in daily nest survival probability (± 95% CI) in saltmarsh sparrows at three
sites in Connecticut for which we have long-term reproductive data. Nest success in the summers
immediately before and after Hurricane Sandy (2012-2013) did not differ and were typical of most years.
Nest survival probability was lowest in 2009, a rainy breeding season in which high tides were
consistently well above predicted levels.
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III. Quantifying population resilience to disturbance: demographic
simulations reveal that coastal birds are highly resilient to hurricanes
Christopher R. Field, Katharine J. Ruskin, Jonathan B. Cohen, Thomas P. Hodgman, Adrienne I. Kovach,
Brian J. Olsen, W. Gregory Shriver, and Chris S. Elphick

Abstract
Changes in the frequency and severity of extreme weather may introduce new threats to species that
are already under stress from habitat loss and gradual climate change. Coastal birds in particular are
viewed as vulnerable to strengthening hurricanes, yet this assumption has not been tested, in part
because of the difficulty of applying traditional concepts of resilience to dynamic populations. Here we
provide a framework for applying ideas about ecological resilience to inform species conservation, based
on a computational approach that 1) compares disturbance-impacted population projections to the
normal range of variation in a population, taking into account annual variation in vital rates and
demographic stochasticity, and 2) quantifies the full range of potential impacts.
We illustrate this framework by developing population projection models for two declining and two
stable tidal marsh specialists: saltmarsh sparrow (Ammodramus caudacutus), clapper rail (Rallus
crepitans), seaside sparrow (Ammodramus maritimus), and willet (Tringa semipalmata). We found that
the populations of these focal species are resilient to extreme disturbances, with high resistance to the
effects of short-term reductions in vital rates and recovery to the range of normal variation within 20
years. For example, a 69% reduction in survival or a 95% reduction in fecundity was required to shift
trajectories of clapper rail populations outside of normal variation 50% of the time. The simple
computational approach used here can be applied to other models that project population or range
dynamics, providing a general framework for quantifying population resilience to disturbance events.
Applying this framework across potentially disturbance-prone species and ecosystems would generate
specific projections of resilience that are needed for effective conservation planning and policy,
especially for species that are vulnerable to stronger or more frequent weather events.
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Introduction
Changes in the frequency and severity of extreme weather phenomena (Karl et al. 1995, Kunkel 2003,
Holland and Bruyère 2014) are likely to threaten vulnerable species and populations (Parmesan et al.
2000, van de Pol et al. 2010). Predicting ecosystem responses to more frequent and stronger
disturbances is difficult because of the inherent difficulties of understanding rare events (Katz et al.
2005) and the fact that commonly used ecological models are not well equipped to incorporate extreme
events (Denny et al. 2009). Despite increasing evidence that disturbance governs a wide range of
ecosystem processes, a general paradigm about the demographic and community processes that
determine resilience has yet to emerge (White and Jentsh 2001), making it difficult to use these
concepts to inform species conservation. Classical concepts of resilience (sensu Holling 1973, Gunderson
2000), such as resistance, the amount of disturbance a system can absorb without changing states, and
recovery, the ability of a system to return to its original state, can be challenging to apply to single
populations. For example, these concepts are often defined using their pre-disturbance state, but
species that are declining, increasing, or dynamic cannot, or are unlikely to, return to their predisturbance population size. These cases, which are prevalent in species conservation, necessitate a
functional definition of resilience to better understand the influence of large-scale disturbances on
future population trajectories and extinction risk.
Much of the literature on population responses to disturbance, especially for vertebrates, is
focused on the direct, negative impacts of tropical cyclones, especially Atlantic hurricanes (e.g.
Ballantine 1984, Cely 1991, Yaukey 2008). While these direct impacts can influence population dynamics
for some species (Sauer and Droege 1990), especially in the short term and when populations are small
(e.g. Engstrom 1990, Huang et al. 2017), better understanding of the impact of disturbances requires
broader spatial and temporal context, including how declines compare to the normal range of variation
in population size over time. For example, secondary impacts, such as changes to habitat that in turn
affect demographic rates, are often more influential than the direct impacts (Wiley and Wunderle 1993),
can be important for structuring natural systems (Pickett and White 1985), and can result in greater
primary productivity over time (Conner et al. 1989). Furthermore, the nature of disturbance studies,
which often have to be conducted opportunistically after large disturbances, can limit inferences about
population changes to local and regional spatial scales, often confounding mortality and dispersal away
from affected areas (Wiley and Wunderle 1993).
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Here we provide a framework for applying concepts from work on ecological resilience to inform
species conservation by addressing the challenges outlined above. Our framework has three key
components, and uses stochastic population projections that are parameterized using data on vital rates
from large parts of species’ ranges. First, we used simulations to assess the resistance of populations to
disturbances that span the full range of possible population-level impacts, from a zero to 100%
reduction in either survival or fecundity. Doing so allowed us to answer the question: How large would a
disturbance impact have to be to affect the population trajectory of a species? The approach defines
population resistance in quantitative terms, links it directly to vital rates, and is thus easily comparable
across species, systems, or disturbance types.
Second, in addition to resistance, we quantified recovery time after disturbance to provide
temporal context for impacts on the population. Return time is typically used to describe the time it
takes a community to return to a stable state after a disturbance (see Pimm 1984, Gunderson 2000).
Here, we use the same concept to describe the time it takes for a population to return to its normal
range of abundance (cf. Neubauer et al. 2013). To extend this concept to declining or increasing
populations, we quantified recovery as the time it takes for the population to return to a size that is
within the expected range of future trajectories had there been no disturbance, taking into account the
prior population trend. Our definition of recovery thus quantifies the effect of large disturbances
relative to the long-term factors that influence a population, providing better context for understanding
their importance to conservation. For example, our definition can be applied to coastal species that are
declining from regular tidal flooding but might also be vulnerable to the additional effects of hurricanes
(Correll et al. 2017). Finally, we quantified both direct impacts (immediate disturbance-related
mortality) and secondary impacts (longer-term effects on reproduction caused by reduced habitat
quality) to quantify their relative importance for understanding resistance and recovery.
Here, we illustrate our framework for understanding population resilience to large disturbances
for four specialist bird species that are primarily or entirely restricted to tidal marshes along the Atlantic
coast of North America (Wiest et al. 2016, Correll et al. 2017): clapper rail (Rallus crepitans), willet
(Tringa semipalmata), saltmarsh sparrow (Ammodramus caudacutus), and seaside sparrow (A.
maritimus). Like many coastal species, these tidal marsh specialists experience large disturbances
related to hurricanes during some part of their range most years (NHC 2017). Applying our framework to
these species allowed comparisons of the larger storms investigated here, which have potential for
catastrophic influences on vital rates (Newton 2007), to the results of previous research on the
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importance of smaller, more frequent storm events (Field et al. 2017). Furthermore, since two of the
species considered are declining (clapper rail and saltmarsh sparrow), and two are stable or increasing
(willet and seaside sparrow; Correll et al. 2017), we were able to project the potential effect of
population growth rates on return times.

Methods
We simulated the influence of disturbances on populations by first constructing single-population
projection models. These models propagated demographic stochasticity and uncertainty in vital rate
estimates, which we narrowed using Bayesian inference. Details on vital rate estimates, the population
model, and the Bayesian inference are discussed below.

Vital rate estimation and population model
We based vital rates for population models on estimates from the literature when available (see Table 1
for the values and sources used for all population model parameters). Estimates for many vital rates
incorporated data collected across a large proportion of the species’ ranges (Ruskin et al. 2016, Field et
al. 2018, Saltmarsh Habitat and Avian Research Program [SHARP] unpublished data). For all focal
species, we used estimates of daily nest survival that included the mean across years and annual
variation (SHARP unpublished data). When estimates were available, we specified the uncertainty in the
mean and variation of vital rates, assuming normally distributed error (see Table 1 and model code in
SI). For vital rates without robust existing estimates, we chose values that were consistent with relevant
literature and specified the variance terms to represent our uncertainty in the true values. For willet, we
based adult annual survival on the mean from a review of large-bodied shorebirds (Reed et al. 1998),
which is also consistent with a recent global review of shorebird survival rates (Méndez et al. 2018), and
used the estimates of first year survival from a study of the closely related common redshank (Tringa
tetanus; Insley et al. 1997). For clapper rail, saltmarsh sparrow, and seaside sparrow, we specified the
mean for first year survival as half of adult survival, based on reviews of avian vital rates (Ricklefs 1973,
Sæther & Bakke 2000). To represent uncertainty about first year survival for these three species, we
specified the variance terms such that the 95% confidence interval spanned 25-75% of adult survival. For
all species, we specified annual variation in survival as having a standard deviation of 5%, which is
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consistent with estimates for saltmarsh sparrows, the only focal species for which estimates exist
(DiQuinzio et al. 2001, Field et al. 2018). The coefficients of variation for annual survival, using a
standard deviation of 5%, were also consistent with a large-scale analysis of survival rates of North
American waterfowl (Franklin et al. 2002).
For each focal species, we constructed a female-only, single-population model with annual time
steps. At each time step, the number of offspring produced by surviving individuals from the previous
time step was a product of nest survival probability, the number of nesting attempts, brood size at
fledging, and sex ratio (see model code in SI). To propagate uncertainty in vital rates, we first drew a
vector of vital rate estimates from their uncertainty distributions. We drew values for vital rates
independently, based on previous work that showed a weak correlation between survival and fecundity
for saltmarsh sparrows (Field et al. 2017). We did not incorporate density dependence because there is
little evidence for it at current population sizes in saltmarsh sparrow (Field et al. 2017), the only species
for which we have adequate information, and because we were primarily interested in annual variation
in population trajectories over relatively short time periods. We specified starting population sizes
according to Wiest et al. (2016). To implement the Bayesian approach described below, we initially ran
the models for 14 years, the same period over which we have quantified population trends for the focal
species (Correll et al. 2017), before conducting longer simulations for our primary analysis.

Bayesian inference
We used Bayesian inference in our population models to refine our estimates of vital rates based on our
knowledge of the observed population trends (Maunder 2004). Our approach is a form of integrated
population model, which uses both count and demographic data in an integrated analysis to obtain
more precise estimates (Shaub and Abadi 2011). The specific approach used here is inherently Bayesian,
which is a key difference from many integrated population models, such as commonly used state-space
formulations that can be implemented in either classical or Bayesian modes. The Bayesian process, in
effect, weights each projected trajectory from the initial population model, and the associated vital
rates vector that produced it, according to how well it fits the observed population trend. For example,
based on an observed population trend, vital rate vectors that have either high survival probability/low
fecundity or low survival/high fecundity may be much more likely than vectors that have high
survival/high fecundity, and would be weighted accordingly. The observed population trend was
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estimated from survey data and therefore also has associated uncertainty (Correll et al. 2017). The
resulting uncertainty distribution (Figure 1b) gives the probabilities for alternative values of the
population growth rate, given the underlying vital rates that produced these values. This probability
density is analogous to the probability of the data, given the parameters, of Bayes theorem. The
population model that uses naïve estimates of vital rates (hereafter referred to as the prior population
model) is akin to a Bayesian prior because 1) it represents our best knowledge of the values of vital rates
before incorporating knowledge about the observed population trend, and 2) we have specified them
based on previous literature and expert opinion (Maunder 2004). Our analysis refines these prior
probabilities, and achieves appropriate weighting for each vector of vital rates, using the following
process:

(1) Specify means and variance for uncertainty distributions of vital rates, which are our priors, based on
available demographic data.
(2) Draw a vector of vital rates from the uncertainty distributions and use the resulting values to project
the population over the time period for which we have observed population trends (Figure 1a). Repeat
for 100,000 draws of vital rates to obtain a set of population trajectories. Vital rate vectors appear in this
sampled set according to their prior probabilities.
(3) Refine prior probabilities from step 2 by finding the likelihood of each population trend estimate in
the set, according to the observed population trend. This process gives the posterior probability of each
trajectory’s associated vital rates vector, P(vital rate vector | observed population trend), after
standardizing the probabilities in the set to sum to one, as with the denominator of Bayes theorem.
Figure 1b provides a schematic representation of this process.
(4) Draw from this weighted set of vital rate vectors when projecting the population over the time
period of interest. I.e., for each potential vital rate vector, the relative likelihood of being drawn is equal
to P(vital rate vector | observed population trend), from step 4.
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Simulating hurricane impacts
Based on previous studies of hurricane disturbances on bird populations (e.g. Askins and Ewert 1991,
Lynch 1991, Rathcke 2000), we simulated two mechanisms by which hurricanes can influence
populations: a single-year reduction in survival and a reduction in fecundity that has an influence that
lasts for multiple years but decreases over time. In the latter scenario, we assumed that fecundity is
reduced through a change to breeding habitat – either reducing total extent or quality – until the
ecosystem fully recovers from the disturbance. We quantified the full range of the potential strength of
a hurricane’s influence, from survival or fecundity being reduced by zero to 100% in the year of the
disturbance. For fecundity, we reduced the strength of the impact proportionally each year over nine
years after the initial disturbance; for example, a disturbance to breeding habitat that caused an 80%
reduction in fecundity in the first year would be reduced by 72, 64, 56, 48, 40, 32, 24, 16, and 8% in the
following years. This 10-year time frame is based on the typically rapid recovery time of tidal marsh
vegetation cover after disturbances (e.g. van Belzen et al. 2017).
To quantify the normal range of annual variation in population size without large disturbances,
we first drew one vector from the weighted set of vital rate vectors (Figure 2a). We then projected
10,000 iterations of 30-year population trajectories. Because each of these iterations used the same
vital rate vector, any variation in population trajectories among iterations was caused by demographic
stochasticity from annual variation in survival and fecundity. For each year, we took the lower 2.5 and
upper 97.5 percentiles of the variation between iterations (Figure 2b). We defined these 95% confidence
bounds as the normal range of annual variation against which we compared population trajectories that
were influenced by hurricanes, or equivalent disturbances. We then projected a hurricane-impacted
population, using the same vital rates vector over the same 30 years, but with a simulated disturbance
that impacted survival or fecundity in year ten. As a measure of population resistance, we determined
whether the hurricane-impacted trajectory crossed the 95% bounds following the disturbance (Figure
2b, c). To quantify recovery, we also determined whether hurricane-impacted populations returned to
the normal range of annual variation within 20 years after the initial disturbance, and how many years
before return. Because the same vital rate vectors were used for projecting both the normal range of
variation and the hurricane-impacted trajectory, we can compare the impacted trajectories to where
the population would likely have been if the disturbance had not occurred. We repeated this procedure
for 100,000 draws of the weighted vital rates vector, to propagate estimation uncertainty, while
systematically varying the strength of the initial impact from zero to 100% (Figure 2c).
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Results
For all focal species, it took large disturbances to shift population trajectories outside of their normal
ranges of variation (Figures 3, 4). For saltmarsh sparrows and clapper rails, only disturbances that
caused close to complete mortality of adults shifted trajectories outside of normal variation > 99% of the
time (Figures 3, 5a). All focal species were more resistant to reductions in fecundity compared to
survival. Only disturbances that caused close to complete reproductive failure shifted trajectories
outside of normal variation > 99% of the time (Figures 4, 5a). Clapper rail was most resistant to
disturbances: a 69% reduction in survival or a 95% reduction in fecundity was required to shift
trajectories outside of normal variation 50% of the time. Willet was least resistant to disturbances: a
27% in survival or a 34% reduction in fecundity was required to shift trajectories outside of normal
variation 50% of the time. Equivalent drops in survival and fecundity were 54% and 33%, respectively,
for saltmarsh sparrow, and 33% and 33% for seaside sparrow.
Simulated populations that were unable to resist disturbance effects tended to recover quite
rapidly. For saltmarsh sparrow and clapper rail, >80% of trajectories returned to their expected predisturbance range within 20 years, as long as survival did not decline by more than 77% and 86%,
respectively (Fig 3). Seaside sparrows and willets were less likely to recover within this time frame, but
even a 50% reduction in survival allowed for recovery within 20 years 76% and 84% of the time,
respectively (Fig3). For saltmarsh sparrow and clapper rail, only disturbances that caused close to
complete mortality of adults resulted in populations returning to normal variation within 20 years < 5%
of the time (Figures 3, 5b). Populations of all species tended to be more likely to recover from declines in
reproductive success compared to survival (Fig 4). For all focal species, only disturbances that caused
close to complete reproductive failure resulted in populations returning to the normal range of variation
within 20 years < 5% of the time (Figures 4, 5b).
We did not estimate average recovery times from our simulations, because they were truncated
at 20 years post-disturbance, but our result do show large variation in the range of possible return times
for a given disturbance effect (Figs 3, 4, bottom panels). Although the four focal species have population
trajectories ranging from -8.9% to 2.8%, and declining populations are returning to a smaller baseline
population sizes, we found little evidence for a strong systematic pattern relating resistance or recovery
to population trend (Fig 5).
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Discussion
Coastal birds are often depicted as symbols of the vulnerability of ecosystems to extreme storms and
human-caused disturbances, such as hurricanes and oil spills (Bergeon Burns et al. 2014). In contrast to
these depictions, we found that populations of tidal marsh specialists appear to be resilient to extreme
disturbances, with high resistance to, and quick recovery from, even large reductions in vital rates. Our
focal species have life histories that span a range of adult survival and fecundity rates (see Table 1), but
were all more vulnerable to reductions in survival than fecundity. To alter population trajectories,
however, the effects of disturbances on either survival or fecundity would have to be many times larger
than the effects observed after recent extreme storms (e.g., Hurricanes Sandy and Irene; Longenecker et
al. 2018, SHARP unpublished data) and oil spills (e.g., Macondo blowout; Bergeon Burns et al. 2014).
Moreover, future effects that are many times larger than these recent hurricanes are unlikely because
our focal species have ranges that span relatively large distances, making population-wide impacts of
this magnitude highly unlikely.
Large effects on vital rates from disturbances are most likely to be found for species that have
restricted ranges (e.g. red cockaded woodpecker [Leuconotopicus borealis]; Engstrom and Evans 1990),
that are colonial (e.g. sooty tern [Onychoprion fuscatus], Huang et al. 2017), or that have reduced
population sizes that cannot absorb the disturbance impacts without high extinction risk (e.g. Cozumel
thrasher [Toxostoma guttatum]; Hilton et al. 2003). Examples of natural disturbances causing extinctions
are rare (Hilton et al. 2003), and in many cases disturbance is just the proximate cause of extinction of a
population that, because of other threats, was not viable. But increasing evidence suggests that
disturbances will play a larger role in extinction risk as extreme weather events become stronger or
more frequent (Wilmers et al. 2007, Frederiksen et al. 2008). For example, the saltmarsh sparrow
population was resilient in our simulations, but given evidence for recent population decline and the
potential for an extinction threshold in the near future (Correll et al. 2016, Field et al. 2017), resilience to
large disturbances might decline as that threshold is approached.
The importance of life history, range extent, and population size for understanding population
resilience to disturbances argues for quantifying potential impacts across a wider range of species and
ecosystems. We used a simple population model, parameterized by extensive field data on vital rates,
but our definitions of resistance and recovery, and simple computational approach, can be applied to
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many situations where ecological models are used to project population or range dynamics. For
example, our approach could be used to better understand species dynamics in fire-prone (Whelan et al.
2002), floodplain (Whited et al. 2007), and reef systems (Syms and Jones 2000). Similarly, our approach
is not restricted to a particular type of model or data. For example, species that are dispersal-limited,
unlike the bird species considered here, might best be modeled using methods that incorporate spatial
variation in vital rates or immigration and emigration (e.g. Pagel and Schurr 2012). Such models might
reveal the role of spatial processes in either exacerbating disturbance effects, if source populations are
disproportionately impacted, or ameliorating effects by allowing refugia and re-colonization (Sedell et al.
1990). While we only simulated one disturbance event per trajectory in our simulations – i.e. recovery
was never interrupted by additional large disturbances – investigating the effects of multiple
disturbances might be important for systems in which disturbance events are expected to become more
frequent. In these cases, the combined effects of multiple disturbances and demography might be
increasingly important for understanding population dynamics (Wilmers et al. 2007).
Investigating resilience from a population perspective can also elucidate important dynamics
that are necessary for understanding community responses, potentially informing general theories (e.g.
Wissel 1984). Quantifying the entire possible range of impacts also results in more generalizable
knowledge, as it allows putting existing local or regional studies in broader context, and makes it
possible to quantify the potential impact of disturbances without knowing with certainty the strength of
future weather events.
In our study, declining populations were able to return to their normal ranges of variation,
despite mean negative growth rates, because of annual variation in vital rates and demographic
stochasticity, highlighting the importance of modeling approaches that incorporate these sources of
variation. While it might be counter-intuitive that declining species can meet definitions of resilience,
these definitions of resistance and recovery are useful for generating knowledge that can be applied to
species conservation. A critical aspect of species conservation is understanding the relative importance
of threats to a species’ persistence (Darst et al. 2013). Our approach facilitates a direct comparison of
the relative influence on future population sizes of short-term disturbances, compared to the chronic
threats that a species faces. For example, our simulations showed that disturbances are unlikely to be a
primary determinant of future population size for saltmarsh sparrow, a species that is listed as
Endangered on the International Union for the Conservation of Nature’s RedList (www.iucnredlist.org).
This result shows that the increases in regular tidal flooding that are likely causing recent and future
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population declines (Bayard and Elphick 2011, Field et al. 2017) should still be considered the primary
threat to the species survival. Distinguishing the relative importance of short-term “pulse” events
relative to chronic “press” variables (sensu Bender et al. 1984) is especially important when the former
arise from dramatic events like hurricanes, oil spills, or forest fires that garner considerable public
attention, but may not have large population-level consequences.
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Table 1. Vital rate estimates used in demographic simulations. For each parameter, the table shows the mean estimate (mean), standard
deviation of the uncertainty in the estimate (SD), estimate of annual variation in the parameter (Annual variation), and the standard deviation of
the uncertainty in the annual variation estimate (Ann. Var. SD), when available.
Parameter
Saltmarsh sparrow

Mean

SD

Annual
variation

Ann. Var.
SD

Adult annual survival

0.44

0.029

0.050

0.013

DiQuinzio et al. 2001; Field et al. 2018

Daily nest survival

0.95

0.0019

0.0041

0.0010

SHARP unpub.; Ruskin et al. 2016

Number of nesting attempts

5

.

.

.

SHARP unpub.; Ruskin et al. 2016

Incubation/nestling period
(days)
Brood size at fledging

20

.

.

.

SHARP unpub.; Ruskin et al. 2016

2.7

.

.

.

SHARP unpub.; Ruskin et al. 2016

First year survival (proportion
of adult surv.)

0.50

0.13

.

.

Ricklefs 1973; Sæther & Bakke 2000;
DiQuinzio et al. 2001

Sex ratio

0.41

0.038

.

.

Hill et al. 2013

Adult annual survival

0.52

0.075

0.050

0.013

Hodgman et al. 2015

Daily nest survival

0.95

0.0024

0.0055

0.0010

SHARP unpub.

Number of nesting attempts

1.5

.

.

.

SHARP unpub.

Incubation/nestling period
(days)

20

.

.

.

SHARP unpub.

Brood size at fledging

2.7

.

.

.

SHARP unpub.

First year survival (proportion
of adult surv.)

0.50

0.128

.

.

Sex ratio

0.50

.

.

.

Source

Seaside sparrow

•

Ricklefs 1973; Sæther & Bakke 2000
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Mean

SD

Annual
variation

0.45

0.045

0.050

0.013

Hoffman 2001

0.98

0.0040

0.0046

0.0018

SHARP unpub.

0.50 re-nest after
failure
18

.

.

.

Degroot 1927

.

.

.

Brood size at fledging

7.8

.

.

.

Kozicky & Schmidt 1949;
Eddleman & Conway 2012
SHARP unpub.

First year survival (proportion of
adult surv.)
Sex ratio

0.50

0.13

.

.

0.50

.

.

.

Adult annual survival

0.76

0.037

0.050

0.013

Reed et al. 1998

Daily nest survival

0.95

0.0042

0.0050

0.0016

SHARP unpub.

0.50 re-nest after
failure
23

.

.

.

.

.

.

Conservative estimate; consistent
with Senner et al. 2016
Howe 1982

Brood size at fledging

2.4

.

.

.

SHARP unpub.; Ruskin et al. 2016

First year survival (proportion of
adult surv.)
Sex ratio

0.49

0.128

.

.

Insley et al. 1997; Reed et al. 2015

0.50

.

.

.

Parameter
Clapper rail
Adult annual survival
Daily nest survival
Number of nesting attempts
Incubation period (days)

Ann. Var.
SD

Source

Ricklefs 1973; Sæther & Bakke
2000

Willet

Number of nesting attempts
Incubation period (days)
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the Bayesian process for weighting vital rate vectors. A. The
probability distribution of possible growth rates using prior estimates of vital rates (prior population
model). The blue dot on the x-axis shows the growth rate resulting from projecting a random draw of a
single vector (values for which are shown at the top of the plot) from the set of vital rate vectors. The
blue dotted line shows the prior probability of this growth rate estimate. B. We found the posterior
probability of a given vital rates vector (VRV), by finding the probability of observing its resulting growth
rate estimate (marked by the position of the blue dot) according to the estimate of the observed
population trend (OPT). Both plots show population growth as annual compound rates.
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Figure 2. A schematic representation of the
procedure for simulating the effects of large
disturbances on population trajectories. A. The
probability distribution of possible growth rates from
the weighted set of vital rate vectors (posterior vital
rate estimates), obtained using the Bayesian process
described in Figure 1. The growth rate resulting from
of a single draw from the set of vital rate vectors is
shown in blue and denoted by a dotted line (values of
this single draw are shown beneath the plot). B. We
projected the population for 30 years, using this vital
rates vector, for 10,000 iterations to quantify
demographic stochasticity arising from annual
variation in survival and fecundity. The black dotted
lines show the lower 2.5 and upper 97.5 percentiles
of the population trajectories (each trajectory is a
blue line), the black solid line shows the disturbanceimpacted trajectory, and the gray dotted line shows
the year of the simulated disturbance in which
survival is reduced by 0.75 for one year. The red dot
shows the point at which the disturbance-impacted
trajectory dips outside of the confidence bounds. C:
Each transparent black dot is an iteration of the
process described in B, using a vital rate vector drawn
according to the probabilities from A, repeated
across different survival reductions associated with
different disturbance magnitudes. The black line
shows the fit of a LOESS regression of the proportion of iterations that dip below normal variation vs.
the strength of the disturbance (shown for survival probability). The red dot shows the result from the
example in B.
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Figure 3. For all species, the relationships between proportion reduction in survival probability and (top)
the proportion of simulated populations that dip outside of the 95% bounds of annual variation on
population size (prop. outside normal var.), (middle) the proportion of simulated populations that leave
the 95% bounds that subsequently return within 20 years (prop. that return to normal var.), and
(bottom) the number of years it takes for populations to return to the 95% bounds, of those that
returned within 20 years. Each transparent black dot is an iteration of the process described in Figure
2a,b. The black line shows the fit of a LOESS regression (smoothing parameter = 1) of the proportion of
iterations that dip below (top) or return to (middle) normal variation vs. the strength of the disturbance.
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Figure 4. For all species, the relationships between proportion reduction in fecundity and (top) the
proportion of simulated populations that dip outside of the 95% bounds of annual variation on
population size (prop. outside normal var.), (middle) the proportion of simulated populations that leave
the 95% bounds that subsequently return within 20 years (prop. that return to normal var.), and
(bottom) the number of years it takes for populations to return to the 95% bounds, of those that
returned within 20 years. Each transparent black dot is an iteration of the process described in Figure
2a,b. The black line shows the fit of a LOESS regression (smoothing parameter = 1) of the proportion of
iterations that dip below (top) or return to (middle) normal variation vs. the strength of the disturbance.
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Figure 5. Measures of resilience plotted against each species’ annual population growth rate (saltmarsh
sparrow = -8.9%; clapper rail = -4.5%, seaside sparrow = 1.0%; willet = 2.8%). A. Resistance: Symbols
show the reductions in annual survival (left) and fecundity (females/female/year; right) that caused
population trajectories to dip below the 95% confidence interval that describes expected (“normal”)
variation in population size in 50% (grey dots), 95% (blue triangles), and 99% (red diamonds) of
simulations. B. Recovery: Symbols show the reductions in survival (left) and fecundity (right) that
resulted in population trajectories failing to return, within 20 years, to the 95% confidence interval that
describes normal variation in population size in 50% (grey dots), 95% (blue triangles), and 99% (red
diamonds) of simulations. In all panels, missing symbols indicate that a threshold was not met for a
given species, e.g., no red triangle means that for a given species 99% of trajectories showed resilience
even with a 100% reduction in a vital rate.
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Abstract
Eastern North American tidal marshes and the wildlife they support constitute some of the greatest
monitoring and conservation priorities at state, federal and provincial scales. Sources of marsh disturbance
are often unknown and can occur at multiple spatiotemporal scales. Therefore, there is a need to devise a
sensitive index of ecological integrity that may be used to measure and predict marsh condition while
simultaneously comprising component metrics that are easier to measure than the disturbance itself. In
that aim, we first created a human disturbance index (HDI, our response variable) based on a set of
hydrogeomorphic monitoring data. We next compared different approaches (Multi-metric indices–
hereafter MMI–, ‘traditional’ AIC-based model selection, and random forests) to select the suite of
avifaunal and wetland vegetation variables that best explained (or predicted) the human disturbance Index
across 678 tidal marshes from Maine to Virginia, USA. Although the variables included in the ‘best model’
showed a fairly good agreement among methods, the explanatory and predictive power of each model was
relatively low (e.g., maximum R2 = 0.42), with MMI performing the worst at both measures and random
forest the best. A principal Component Analysis performed on the entire data set helped explain why avian
community variables did not figure prominently in our models and suggested a new direction to identify
the single ‘best’ axis to explain and predict tidal marsh integrity in the Northeastern US.

Introduction
Assessing ecosystem condition, the effects of management actions, or the efficacy of restoration
techniques using biological metrics is an increasingly important tool in natural resource management
(Schoolmaster et al. 2013). Multi-metric indices (MMIs) of ecological condition were initially developed for
the bioassessment of water quality (Karr 1981) and they have become the standard for macro-invertebrate
(Klemm et al. 2003) and fish community assemblages (Hering et al. 2004, Stoddard et al. 2008). The MMI
approach has been applied to a rapidly growing array of biological systems (Bryce et al. 2002, Roset et al.
2007) with increased quantitative tools used in metric selection and MMI testing. At the core, MMIs
consist of multiple ecological and/or biological metrics (measures of a system) that are combined to serve
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as a one-dimensional indicator of the biological condition or integrity of that system. Using MMIs, the
condition of the system can be graded based on the degree to which it has been altered by human
disturbance. MMIs have become important tools in assessing the quality of biological resources, and in
many cases they have been shown to be more responsive to disturbance and a better measure of condition
than individual metrics (e.g., Stoddard et al. 2008). For many biological systems, the causal networks linking
human disturbance to the measured biological metrics are complex and multivariate (i.e., expert opinion is
insufficient to determine the combination of factors that are most sensitive to disturbance). Using an
algorithmic and information-theoretic approach to MMI construction (Schoolmaster et al. 2013), one can
produce a maximally sensitive MMI from: (1) a given set of candidate metrics, and (2) a measure of human
disturbance.
To justify the use of restoration in natural resource management, it is critical to have tools for: (1)
effective evaluation of the success of restoration efforts; and (2) adoption of best practices. Human
disturbance may have a complex, multivariate effect on marsh systems; thus our use of a model-driven
approach to MMI construction will provide a tool that is maximally sensitive to disturbance and
incorporates higher (avian) trophic-level responses with existing monitoring metrics to convert to a
common utility scale. An important novelty of this work is the large spatial scale; our quantification of
human disturbance and marsh condition across the entire extent of Northeastern USA tidal marshes will
empower regional applications aimed at maintaining or restoring tidal marsh integrity.
Birds associated with tidal marshes of eastern North America constitute some of the highest
monitoring and conservation priorities at state, federal and provincial scales (Greenberg et al. 2006, Wiest
et al. 2016, Correll et al. 2016). The conservation status and trends for these species is linked to the
magnitude of habitat change associated with centuries of human alterations to these productive
ecosystems (Bertness et al. 2002), including physical modifications, species invasions, surrounding landuse, and (increasingly) sea-level rise (Crosby et al. 2016) and extreme storms. Because the sources or
history of marsh disturbance are often unknown or occurring at multiple spatiotemporal scales, there is
urgent need to devise a sensitive, one-dimensional index of ecological integrity that may be used to
measure and predict marsh condition while simultaneously comprising component metrics that are easier
to measure than the disturbance itself. We integrated vegetation, geomorphology, and avian community
data to develop and test multimetric indices for evaluating marsh condition at local and regional scales
from Maine to Virginia, USA. We used existing GIS datasets to generate candidate disturbance metrics that
quantified the land-use properties identified as marsh stressors, and subsequently applied a theory-based
algorithm for constructing MMIs given candidate metrics. The result is a model-driven bioassessment tool
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that is maximally sensitive to human disturbance and incorporates higher (avian) trophic-level responses
with existing monitoring metrics to convert to a common utility scale. Ultimately, these MMIs will be tested
on independent datasets to ensure robustness for regional applications aimed at maintaining or restoring
marsh integrity. The objectives of this project were to; 1) develop a human disturbance index (HDI)
representative of tidal marshes in the northeastern U.S., 2) develop a model-driven bioassessment tool
that is maximally sensitive to human disturbance and incorporates higher (avian) trophic-level responses
with existing monitoring metrics, and 3) compare analytical approaches for MMI development.

Methods
Calculation of the human disturbance index (HDI)
To develop a HDI inclusive of the entire extent of northeastern tidal marsh, we used existing GIS datasets to
generate candidate disturbance metrics for all sampled marsh patches delineated from ME to VA (Table 1).
Thus, our methods allowed us to delineate marsh patches from all available emergent marsh cover types,
and across the extent of Sub-regions 1-9 (USFWS) in the northeastern U.S. A similar, standardized
approach for generating HDI candidate metrics (i.e., using the NCBN framework) was also adopted by Nagel
et al. (2017); further, these metrics have been estimated in other studies of tidal marshes within our study
range and have been demonstrated to influence biological metric response (i.e., metrics that might be
included in resultant MMI; see Wigand et al. 2011).
We used a principal component analysis performed on standardized variables (mean = 0, SD = 1) to
extract an axis characterizing human disturbance (Table 1). We started by keeping the first four axes with
an eigenvalue > 1 that together explained 70.01 % of the total variation (Table S1.1). The first axis opposed
Development variables [% developed 150 m, % developed 1 km and road density], correlated positively
with PC1, to Agriculture variables [% agriculture 150 m and % agriculture 1 km] that were correlated
negatively. The second axis opposed open water [% open water 150 m and % open water 1 km], correlated
positively with PC2, to natural and farmland habitat that were correlated negatively. The third axis opposed
natural (including marshy) habitat [% natural 150 m and % natural 1 km and, to a lesser extent, % marsh
150 m and % marsh 1 km], correlated positively with PC3, to human-modified habitat [% agriculture 150 m
and % agriculture 1 km and, to a lesser extent, % developed 150 m, % developed 1 km and road density]
that were correlated negatively. Interestingly, NOAA sea level trend also was correlated negatively with PC3
(r = -0.443), in line with our expectation that anthropogenic-mediated global warming and sea level rise will
negatively affect the natural tidal marsh communities (Crosby et al. 2016). The third axis was clearly the
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most relevant for our analysis and was kept for subsequent analysis. It was multiplied by – 1 to ensure that
increased values corresponded to increased human disturbance (i.e., HDI = - PC3).
Vegetation community variables
Vegetation sampling was co-located with avian point-count locations where we estimated the percent
cover of vegetation community types in cover classes and derived vegetation variables (Table 2). Thirteen
vegetation variables were originally measured for 688 patches, yielding a total of 7493 observations [mean
(SD) per patch = 10.89 (26.07)]. We obtained a unique value for each variable at each avian and vegetation
sampling location in each patch by taking the average of all the measurements within the patch (Table 2).
Avian Community Variables
We used avian community data collected in tidal marshes from VA - ME by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service’s Saltmarsh Integrity Program (SMI), the National Park Service Vital Signs Program and by the
Saltmarsh Habitat and Avian Research Program (SHARP), from 2012-2016. We estimated avian abundance
within salt marsh patches (Wiest et al. 2016) using point-count data conducted at 3,120 randomly selected
locations, using passive and call-broadcast surveys following Wiest et al. (2016). Marsh patches (i.e., our
defined marsh sampling unit, or MSU) were created in ArcGIS by adding a 50-m buffer to all National
Wetland Inventory (NWI) estuarine emergent marsh (E2EM) polygons in the northeastern U.S.; patch
buffers that intersected were deemed the same patch (Wiest et al. 2016). We estimated abundance for
280 bird species in 710 patches and transformed the abundance estimates into density values (number of
birds per ha) based on the area of each patch. Because abundance model output generated extremely low
and probably unrealistic abundance values (e.g., density < 10-5), we regarded all values < 10-1 as being
effectively 0, and removed from the data set the 79 species that never showed an abundance greater than
this threshold.
We used the avian data to estimate the following avian metrics for each patch; tidal marsh bird
specialist species density (five metrics), tidal marsh obligate bird density, the total avian abundance,
Berger-Parker diversity index, total avian species richness, guild species richness, an avian index of
integrity; DeLuca Score (DeLuca et al. 2004) and an index of avian specialization to tidal marshes; Correll
Index (Correll et al. 2016; see Table 3 for definitions). To ensure that we had information for both data sets
(‘abundance’ and ‘guild’), we discarded the data for 7 additional bird species, i.e. our final data set included
280-79-7 = 194 avian species. We defined and calculated the 12 avian explanatory variables (Table 3) For
the 12 patches that had no species detected we set the Berger-Parker index to 1, reasoning that the
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motivation for the index is to give minimal values to patches with extremely well-balanced diversity. In this
case, diversity is null, so it is even worse, if anything, than patches with just one species which also yield an
index value of 1. The alternative to simply discard them was less attractive because a lack of birds says
something important about the quality of the patch.
Because Nelson’s (Ammodramus nelsoni; NESP) and Saltmarsh (Ammodramus caudacutus; SALS)
sparrows hybridize from central Maine to northern Massachusetts (Correll et a. 2016), we attempted to reassign unidentified sparrows of either species (hereafter referred to as STSP) within the hybrid zone to
either parental species using the following approach: i) we used the equation fitted in Walsh et al. (2017) to
estimate p.S, the expected proportion of SALS along the latitudinal gradient (Appendix S2); ii) we calculated
the distribution of squared deviation between the observed and expected proportion of SALS, and treated
the most extreme 2% (i.e., 4 patches) as potential outliers (i.e., likely containing identification errors); iii)
We estimated the densities of SALS and NESP in each patch i using the following equation:
SALSi = SALSi + p.Si·STSPi ; NESPi = NESPi+ (1-p.Si)·STSPi
Final data set
We kept only the subset of patches that had HDI, avian and vegetation community variables without
missing data, which yielded a total number of 679 patches with 25 potential explanatory variables. We also
removed one patch that had a strong outlier for the variable DeadSnags, namely 117 while the second
largest value was only 23. We ran the analysis both with and without the outlier, and conclusions were very
similar, so we only present the results with the outlier removed. We next removed all metrics that had
more than 66% zero, leading to the exclusion of the five individual variables CLRA, WILL, SALS, SESP and
NESP; these variables were collectively represented in the data set by the variable TMO.ab = CLRA + WILL +
SALS + SESP + NESP. We did not have nearly identical metrics, as defined by a pairwise correlation > 0.95,
so our final data set was made up of 678 patches with 20 candidate variables (hereafter, metrics).

Model selection
We used three main approaches to identify the set of candidate metrics that best explained and predicted
HDI, namely 'traditional' Linear Model (LM), the 'Multi-Metric Index' (MMI) version of linear models, and
Random Forest (RF), with two variants for the latter (see below). The explanatory power of each model was
obtained by fitting the model to the entire data set and measuring the fit between the observed and fitted
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HDI values using Pearson's correlation coefficient r (via R2 = r2 values). The predictive power was measured
using a cross validation procedure (calibration and validation). For each replicate, each of the three models
(LM, MMI and RF) was calibrated using a 60% random sample from the data and the best 'explanatory'
model was selected. These models were then evaluated against the remaining 40% of the data for
validation using the Pearson's correlation coefficient between the observed HDI value in the validation data
set and the value predicted by the model based on the calibration step. This value was positive except for
the multi-metric index, since by construction a negative correlation between MMI and HDI is enforced (see
e.g. Schoolmaster et al. 2013). The calibration and validation procedures were repeated 500 times yielding
a distribution of 500 r values used to build a 95% confidence interval. We compared the predictive power
of each method using six paired t-tests (six pairwise comparisons resulting from four methods), using the
absolute value of the predictive power for MMI to make comparisons with other methods meaningful (see
above). In no case could we reject the null hypothesis that the distribution of the difference in predictive
power between the two methods followed a normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test, all P > 0.05). We
present simple linear regression (with 95% confidence interval) between HDI and the 20 candidate metrics
in Fig. 1.
'Traditional' linear model and random forest Analyses
Because we expected avian species richness (TSR) to decrease with latitude, we first replaced TSR with the
residuals of a linear regression between TSR and latitude (slope = -1.20, F1,676 = 72.33, P << 0.001). HDI and
the candidate metrics were standardized (mean = 0, SD = 1) before analyses. The best linear model was
identified using a backward plus forward selection procedure and AIC criterion using the stepAIC function
in R’ MASS package (hereafter, the ‘LM’ approach). We performed random Forest analyses using the same
data set and default values of the randomForest function in R’s randomForest package (hereafter, the RF.1
approach). We compared RF.1 with a second run of random Forest analysis, where all metrics (not just TSR)
were adjusted for latitude prior to analysis, as was done for MMI analyses (see below; hereafter, the RF.all
approach).
MMI Analyses
We used the InfoTheoMMI package (Nagel et al. 2017) and the approached described in Grace et al.
(2012), Schoolmaster et al. (2013) and Nagel et al. (2017). In brief, we first adjusted all metrics (not just
TSR) for environmental covariates (specifically, latitude) using the function met.adjust. Next we scaled the
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metrics using the CAUL method with the function scale.mets before creating the MMI using the function
MMI.construct.
Results
The variables included in the best model of our four different approaches are shown in Table 3, showing a
fairly good agreement among methods. The explanatory and predictive power of each model were also
strongly related. MMI performed worst: the correlation between both near-equivalent MMI and HDI was
0.471 (R2 = 0.22), while the correlation of the single averaged (model-weighted) MMI and HDI was 0.478 (R2
= 0.23). For LM, the best explanatory model was highly significant: F9,668 = 26.39, P << 0.001, and the
correlation between the observed HDI values and those fitted by the best model was r = 0.512 (R2 = 0.26).
Finally, the proportion of variance explained by random forest models was 0.31 for RF.1 and 0.42 for RF.all.
The predictive power followed a similar succession, with all pairwise comparisons significant (all P <<
0.001); see Table 4 for the mean and 95% confidence interval of each method.

Discussion
We created a human disturbance index (HDI, our response variable) based on a first set of variables
describing the landscape and potential human impacts, such as the proportion of agricultural fields
surrounding the marshes (set 1). We use the most relevant axis of a PCA to quantify HDI. Next, we used
different approaches (linear models, MMI, random forest) to find the set of variables in yet another pool of
candidate factors that best explain or predict HDI. This second pool (set 2) contains factors describing the
avian and vegetation communities, such as the abundance of avian marsh specialists. Accordingly, what we
identify is the subset of set 2 that is sort of equivalent to our synthetic HDI measure, i.e. that tends to tell
the same thing. The interest of this approach is that we can use this for future predictions of marsh
condition component metrics that are easier to measure than the disturbance itself. One potential problem
with this approach, however, is that there could be in set 2 other variables that are very important to
quantify the quality of a marsh but that will be dropped because the information is not contained in HDI.
To address this issue, we performed a Principal Component Analysis on the complete data set of 678
observations (patches), simultaneously using the 13 variables used to create our Human Disturbance Index,
and the 20 explanatory factors used to build our models. Fig. 2 shows that the second axis (PC2, 13.8 % of
total variance) correlates well with our HDI index (see methods), with important variables like % developed
in both 150 m and 1 km buffers and road density, correlated positively with PC2, and variables like %
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natural in both 150 m and 1 km buffers correlated negatively with PC2. Perhaps not surprisingly given the
low explanatory and predictive power of our models, only a few variables of the avian and plant
community data sets appear to contribute significantly to PC2, and among them mostly plant variables
such as invasive cover (correlated positively with PC2 and therefore, HDI) and by opposition, native
dominant plant (correlated negatively with PC2 and therefore, HDI), that are also frequently included in the
‘best models’ shown in Table 3. Conversely, important avian community variables such as tidal marsh
obligate density and avian community metrics BCI, MSI, and guild species richness are contributing strongly
to the first axis (PC1, 17.5 % of total variance), by construction unrelated to the second. This helps explain
why avian community variables do not appear prominently in our models (Table 3). The avian community
appears to rely on a distinct set of landscape and vegetation predictors, such as % marsh and % open water
in both 150 m and 1 km buffers that correlates positively with avian diversity and conservation value, while
salt marsh border cover and brackish terrestrial border cover correlate negatively with it. Our results may
therefore suggest that tidal marsh ecological integrity may depend on at least two independent ecological
dimensions that may need to be integrated. For instance in our example, a suitable synthetic index of
ecological integrity could be measured as PC1 – PC2 (Fig. 2). Alternatively, it could be argued that PC2 (as
well as our HDI index) is measuring some degree of human disturbance that has only little effects on plant
and especially, avian communities; under this view, PC2 should not be weighted as heavily. Furthermore,
considering that the variables important for PC2, such as like % developed in both 150 m and 1 km buffers
and road density, also are correlated negatively with PC1 (and therefore, correlate negatively with avian
community variables such as BCI and MSI; see above and Fig. 2), we may also argue that PC1 is, in fact, the
single best axis to explain and predict marsh integrity. Future work may attempt at validating this
hypothesis.
Overall, MMI is clearly not the best method here. The greater explanatory and predictive capacity
of random forest models, although certainly not surprising, suggest the existence of non-linear relationship
(although this is not evident from Fig. 1) and/or interactions between explanatory variables. However, the
significantly greater predictive power of the traditional AIC-derived ‘best’ model (LM) is perhaps more
surprising, especially since we did not adjust all the metrics for latitudinal effects while random forest
analyses suggested this step generated greater explanatory and predictive power. In our quest for a simple
model with as few explanatory variables as possible, we attempted an AIC-based (LM-style) model
selection on the best set of four variables that appeared to make a consensus between methods, namely
invasive cover, dominant plant species % cover, total species richness, and brackish terrestrial border cover,
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but this time allowing interactions between explanatory variables. The model selected contained all four
main effects, as well as two pairwise interactions, namely invasive cover, dominant plant species % cover,
and invasive cover: brackish terrestrial border cover. Despite using only four variables, and not seven like
MMIs, its explanatory power was very close to the explanatory power of MMI (R2 = 0.223 vs. 0.229 for
MMI). Adding dead snag count as a potential candidate factor (the fifth and last metric selected by each
method) yielded an explanatory power superior to the MMI (0.238). MMI approaches are very popular in
certain fields, particularly related to aquatic ecology. Our study suggests that the relative performance of
MMI as compared to other similar approaches may warrant more attention in the future.
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Table 1. Definition of variables used to estimate the Human Disturbance Index (HDI, our response variable)
for all available tidal marsh cover types from Maine to Virginia, USA. The Marsh Sampling Unit (MSU) is the
marsh “patch”; patches were created by adding a 50-m buffer to all National Wetland Inventory (NWI)
estuarine emergent marsh (E2EM) polygons in the northeastern United States.
Candidate HDI Metric (patch-level)

Definition

Geomorphic setting

following Cahoon et al. 2009

% natural: 150m buffer

% natural land in 150m buffer * (area of buffer/area of MSU)

% natural: 1km buffer

% natural land in 1km buffer * (area of buffer/area of MSU)

% agricultural: 150m buffer

% agricultural land in 150m buffer * (area of buffer/area of MSU)

% agricultural: 1km buffer

% agricultural land in 1km buffer * (area of buffer/area of MSU)

% developed: 150m buffer

% developed land in 150m buffer * (area of buffer/area of MSU)

% developed: 1km buffer

% developed land in 1km buffer * (area of buffer/area of MSU)

% marsh: 150m buffer

% marsh in 150m buffer * (area of buffer/area of MSU)

% marsh: 1km buffer

% marsh in 1km buffer * (area of buffer/area of MSU)

% open water: 150m buffer

% open water in 150m buffer * (area of buffer/area of MSU)

% open water: 1km buffer

% open water in 1km buffer * (area of buffer/area of MSU)

Proportion of patch: high marsh

proportion of marsh that is high marsh

Proportion of patch: non-high marsh

proportion of marsh that is non-high marsh

Road density

density of roads within the patch and a 500m buffer

NOAA sea level trend

index of sea-level rise (mm / yr); NOAA
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Table 2. Definition of vegetation variables used to predict the Human Disturbance Index (our vegetation
explanatory factors).
Vegetation Community
Variables

Definition

low marsh cover

Area flooded regularly by daily tides and dominated by tall form S. alterniflora.

high marsh cover

Area flooded by average or larger than average amplitude tide (resulting in weekly
to monthly flooding) and dominated by S. patens, D. spicata, J. gerardii and short
form S. alterniflora.

salt marsh border cover

Infrequently flooded by spring and storm tides; Could include areas of higher
elevation on marsh platform (commonly islands or linear patches next to excavated
ditches); Most common spp: Iva frutescens, Baccharis halimifolia, Solidago
sempervirens, and Panicum virgatum

brackish terrestrial border cover

Rarely flooded by tides, but often tidal influenced fresh/brackish; Could include
fresher areas of high water table on marsh plain; Most common spp: Typha
angustifolia, Scirpus robustus, Spartina pectinate

panne, pool and creek cover
wrack cover
open water cover
dead snag count

Depressed, bare areas with sparse vegetation cover and extreme high soil salinities.
Dead vegetation that has been cast on shore
Larger areas of water: bays, rivers, ponds
Count number in circle. A dead snag is any rooted, dead tree taller than 1-1.5 meters
standing upright in the marsh within the 50 m radius

invasive species cover
dominant plant species % cover
native dominant plant
salt tolerant dominant plant

Invasives such as Phragmites australis and Lythrum salicaria
Dominant plant species % cover
Is dominant plant species native (1 ‘yes’, 0.5 ‘both, and 0 ‘no’)
Is dominant plant species salt tolerant (1 = ‘high’, 0.5 = ‘medium’, 0 = ‘low’)
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Table 3. Definition of avian variables used to predict the Human Disturbance Index (our avian explanatory
factors).
Definition

Avian Community Variables
Nelson’s sparrow density

Nelson’s sparrow abundance / patch area (birds / ha); NELS

saltmarsh sparrow density

saltmarsh sparrow abundance / patch area (birds / ha); SALS

seaside sparrow density
clapper rail density
willet density

seaside sparrow abundance / patch area (birds / ha); SESP
clapper rail abundance / patch area (birds / ha); CLRA
willet abundance / patch area (birds / ha); WILL

tidal marsh obligate density

calculated as: CLRA + WILL + SALS + SESP + NESP / patch area

total avian density (T.av.ab)

measured as the sum of the density for all bird species

Berger-Parker index

measured as BPD = ab.max / T.av.ab, where ab.max is the density of the
most abundant species recorded in the patch

total species richness (TSR)

calculated as the number of species present in the patch (i.e., density > 0;
note that TSR was corrected for latitude in subsequent analyses)

guild species richness

calculated as the number of guilds represented by at least one species with
density > 0 in the patch, from a pool of 7 possible guilds (terrestrial
insectivore, raptor, aerial insectivore, invertivorous wader, piscivorous
wader, aerial piscivore, waterfowl

DeLuca Score (BCI)

calculated as the mean value of the BCI of the species present in the patch

Correll Index (MSI)

calculated as the mean value of the MSI index of the species present in the
patch
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Table 4. Results of model selection based on entire data sets (explanatory power). The column ‘Bivariate
correlation’ gives Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the Human Disturbance Index HDI and each of
the 20 candidate metrics (see Fig. 1 for illustration). For the variables included in the ‘best’ AIC-based linear
model (LM), the table gives the P-value of the two-tailed t-test with df = 668 testing the null hypothesis
that the regression coefficient is 0 (*** = P < 0.001; ** = P < 0.01; * = P < 0.05; (*) = P < 0.1). For MMI, the
table shows the change correlation between the MMI and HDI as each metric is added. For instance, for
native dominant plant, -0.343 (2) for the near-equivalent MMI # 1 indicates that native dominant plant was
added second, and the correlation changed from -0.272 (univariate model with Native1) to -0.343 with the
addition of native dominant plant. For random forest models, values are estimates of variable importance
as measured by the mean decrease in node impurity when the variable is dropped, as measured by residual
sum of squares; note that the data in the table are sorted based on RF.1 (largest to smallest value).
Metric

r(HDI)

LM

NE_MMI 1

NE_MMI 2

RF.1

RF.ALL

invasive species cover

0.403

8.469***

-0.396 (3)

-0.321 (2)

96.445

53.320

dominant plant species % cover

-0.044

-4.473***

-0.343 (2)

-0.462 (6)

47.072

30.695

total avian species richness

-0.135

-6.275***

-0.471 (7)

-0.471 (7)

45.129

16.262

MSI

0.072

42.544

18.620

brackish terrestrial border cover

-0.187

36.212

21.636

BCI

0.023

35.669

20.345

total avian density

0.077

35.287

13.929

brackish terrestrial border cover

0.016

32.119

21.803

high marsh cover

-0.202

30.635

14.719

Berger-Parker index

-0.041

29.925

13.118

low marsh cover

0.011

29.641

17.722

native dominant plant

-0.271

dead snag count

-0.060

salt marsh border cover

0.001

open water cover

-0.030

panne, pool and creek cover

-4.242***

-0.462 (6)

-0.086 (1)

-0.449 (5)
4.454***
-0.371 (3)
-3.143**

-0.272 (1)

-0.443 (5)

27.886

50.725

-0.439 (4)

-0.430 (4)

26.120

35.691

23.949

14.970

23.645

18.573

-0.039

20.997

13.333

wrack cover

0.022

20.776

21.980

tidal marsh obligate density

-0.015

14.685

55.717

salt tolerant dominant plant

-0.180

13.848

34.483

guild species richness

0.021

13.515

15.575

-1.847(*)
-1.917(*)

3.004**
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Table 5. Predictive power of the four types of models examined, based on cross validation
procedure repeated 500 times (see text for details).
Model

mean

SD

CI_2.5pc

CI_97.5pc

min

max

MMI

-0.432

0.043

-0.436

-0.429

-0.542

-0.270

LM

0.468

0.036

0.465

0.471

0.367

0.560

RF.1

0.534

0.036

0.530

0.537

0.407

0.634

RF.2

0.545

0.041

0.541

0.549

0.413

0.648
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Figure 1. Simple linear regression (with 95% confidence interval) between the Human Disturbance Index
(HDI) and the 20 candidate metrics (see Table 2 for definitions).
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Figure 2. Graph of variables (correlation circle) resulting from a Principal Component Analysis performed on
the entire set of 33 explanatory variables (see Tables 1 and 2 for variable definitions).
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Supplementary Information
S1. Principal Component Analysis used to derive the human disturbance index, HDI
Table S1.1. Column coordinates of the Principal Component analysis (PCA) used to derive the human
disturbance index, HDI, based on a set of 13 variables (see Table 1). The table gives the correlation
between the variable and corresponding axis.
Variable

PC1 (23.6%)

PC2 (19.4%)

PC3 (17.0%)

PC4 (10.0%)

noaa_slt

-0.316

-0.105

-0.443

-0.156

Nat_150

-0.030

-0.522

0.727

0.195

Ag_150

-0.501

-0.402

-0.643

-0.050

Dev_150

0.907

0.056

-0.224

-0.079

OpenW_150

-0.280

0.847

0.039

-0.085

Marsh_150

-0.061

-0.092

0.249

-0.711

Nat_1000

-0.121

-0.545

0.679

-0.015

Ag_1000

-0.568

-0.466

-0.567

-0.053

Dev_1000

0.919

0.039

-0.186

-0.117

OpenW_1000

-0.228

0.844

0.081

0.166

Marsh_1000

-0.159

0.151

0.208

-0.817

road_dens

0.740

-0.296

-0.310

-0.108

Sum_Count

0.004

-0.056

0.026

-0.005
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S2. Identification of Nelson’s (NESP) and Saltmarsh (SALS) sparrows in their hybrid zone.
We re-assigned unidentified sparrow of either species (hereafter referred to as STSP) within the hybrid
zone to either parental species using the equation fitted in Walsh et al. 2017. The code (in R) and
corresponding figure are shown below (see text for further details).
f.cline.STSP = function(xmin = 42, xmax = 45, center = 43.09259, width = 1.257787, pMin = 0, pMax = 1){
x = seq(xmax, xmin, length = 10000)
y = pMin + (pMax - pMin) * (1/(1 + exp(-((x - center) * -4/width))))
plot(x, y, bty = "n", type = "l", lwd = 2, lty = 2, xlab = "Latitude", ylab = "p.S = SALS / (SALS+NESP)")
f.cline.STSP(xmin = 42, xmax = 45, center = 43.09259, width = 1.257787, pMin = 0, pMax = 1)
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V. Summary of Bird Surveys Conducted at Long-term Monitoring Points
on Two Northeastern Refuges
Long-term monitoring programs are critical in documenting biological changes in response to climate change, as
well as identifying the primary stressors that may influence a species’ ability to adapt. With local assistance from
refuge staff we have surveyed birds ~125 points (variable by year) at Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge
(NWR) and 30 points at Parker River NWR since 2011. Others surveyed these locations from 2000-2010 to create
this long-term data set. We estimated the abundance of tidal marsh obligate birds at Rachel Carson and Parker
River NWRs using package unmarked in Program R, using a generalized multinomial N-mixture model with a
Poisson distribution.

Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge Summary
Survey Area Map
Yellow dots are points at which bird data are collected.

43.6

43.4

43.2

−70.75

−70.50

−70.25
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Avian Results
Only species with sufficient observations to model detection and abundance are presented.

Table 1. Estimated abundance of all Tidal Marsh Obligates combined at Rachel Carson long-term
monitoring points, 2011 - 2016.
Species Year

Abundance SE

TMO
TMO
TMO
TMO
TMO
TMO

1.18
1.46
1.65
1.67
1.04
1.20

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

0.18
0.16
0.14
0.16
0.06
0.07

Figure 1. Estimated abundance of all Tidal Marsh Obligates combined at Rachel Carson long-term
monitoring points, 2011 - 2016.
Tidal Marsh Obligates

Abundance
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Table 2. Estimated abundance of Willets at Rachel Carson long-term monitoring points, 2011
- 2016.
Species Year

Abundance SE

WILL
WILL
WILL
WILL
WILL
WILL

0.44
0.55
1.18
1.14
0.62
0.78

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

0.11
0.09
0.11
0.13
0.05
0.05

Figure 2. Estimated abundance of Willets at Rachel Carson long-term monitoring points, 2011
- 2016.
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Table 3. Estimated abundance of Saltmarsh Sparrows at Rachel Carson long-term monitoring points, 2011 2016.
Species Year

Abundance SE

SALS
SALS
SALS
SALS
SALS
SALS

0.11
0.53
0.22
0.10
0.28
0.28

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

0.06
0.12
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05

Figure 3. Estimated abundance of Saltmarsh Sparrows at Rachel Carson long-term monitoring points, 2011 2016.
Saltmarsh Sparrow

Abundance
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Table 4. Estimated abundance of Nelson’s Sparrows at Rachel Carson long-term monitoring points, 2011 2016.
Species Year Abundance SE
NESP
NESP
NESP
NESP
NESP
NESP

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

1.14
0.86
0.41
0.70
0.29
0.29

0.28
0.20
0.10
0.17
0.06
0.06

Figure 4. Estimated abundance of Nelson’s Sparrows at Rachel Carson long-term monitoring points, 2011
- 2016.
Nelson's Sparrow
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Parker River National Wildlife Refuge Summary

Survey Area Map
Yellow dots are points at which bird data are collected.
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Avian Results
Only species with sufficient observations to model detection and abundance are presented.

Table 1. Estimated abundance of all Tidal Marsh Obligates combined at Parker River long- term
monitoring points, 2011 - 2016.

Species Year

Abundance SE

TMO
TMO
TMO
TMO
TMO
TMO

0.85
3.45
1.37
2.97
3.89
3.81

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

0.25
0.33
0.22
0.22
0.25
0.25

Figure 1. Estimated abundance of all Tidal Marsh Obligates combined at Parker River long- term
monitoring points, 2011 - 2016.
Tidal Marsh Obligates
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Table 2. Estimated abundance of Willets at Parker River long-term monitoring points, 2011
- 2016.
Species Year

Abundance SE

WILL
WILL
WILL
WILL
WILL
WILL

0.76
1.67
0.86
1.97
2.65
1.71

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

0.22
0.21
0.16
0.16
0.18
0.15

Figure 2. Estimated abundance of Willets at Parker River long-term monitoring points, 2011
- 2016.
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Table 3. Estimated abundance of Seaside Sparrows at Parker River long-term monitoring points, 2011 2016.
Species Year

Abundance SE

SESP
SESP
SESP
SESP
SESP
SESP

0.00
0.24
0.00
0.03
0.15
0.28

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

0.00
0.10
0.00
0.02
0.06
0.09

Figure 3. Estimated abundance of Seaside Sparrows at Parker River long-term monitoring points, 2011 2016.
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Table 4. Estimated abundance of Saltmarsh Sparrows at Parker River long-term monitoring points, 2011 2016.
Species Year

Abundance SE

SALS
SALS
SALS
SALS
SALS
SALS

0.00
4.05
1.21
2.11
2.39
4.97

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

0.00
2.01
0.67
1.04
1.17
2.39

Figure 4. Estimated abundance of Saltmarsh Sparrows at Parker River long-term monitoring points, 2011 2016.
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Table 5. Estimated abundance of Nelson’s Sparrows at Parker River long-term monitoring points, 2011 2016. We were not able to estimate standard errors for Nelson’s Sparrows.
Species Year

Abundance SE

NESP
NESP
NESP
NESP
NESP
NESP

0.00
0.20
0.00
0.14
0.04
0.04

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Figure 5. Estimated abundance of Nelson’s Sparrows at Parker River long-term monitoring points, 2011
- 2016. We were not able to estimate standard errors for Nelson’s Sparrows.
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VI. Salt Marsh Integrity Survey Summaries at Select Refuges
During 2015 and 2016 we surveyed Salt Marsh Integrity (SMI) management units that were scheduled
for measurement as outlined by the NWR SMI rotational design and survey protocols. The following
figures summarize the estimated abundances of tidal marsh specialist birds within each SMI unit. Full
data for both birds and plants have been proofed and entered into the SMI database for NWR use.
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Eastern Shore of Virginia and Fisherman Island NWRs - 2015
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SMI Unit

Cape May NWR – 2016
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VII. Hurricane Sandy coastal resiliency program: restoration project
summaries
Baseline elevation, vegetation, and bird data were collected at 646 points within restoration projects
and at 476 control points using standard SHARP protocols (https://www.tidalmarshbirds.org/). Through
separate funding, another 237 points at restoration sites and 153 at control sites were surveyed in
association with resiliency projects funded by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation. Overall, six
different types of resiliency projects were sampled: living shorelines (9 sites), sediment deposition (15
sites), hydrological alteration (20 sites), marsh migration (1 site), invasive species removal (8 sites),
vegetation planting (9 sites), and post removal (1 site) (multiple resiliency activities were involved at
some sites). Over 1700 baseline sites also were surveyed in 2010-14 using funding from other sources.
These older data have been combined with all data collected since 2014 into a single unified database.
Abundance of tidal marsh obligate birds was determined using the standard SHARP point count
survey protocol, which uses a 5-minute passive period followed by a broadcast sequence of secretive
marsh bird calls. Full details of this protocol are available on-line at http://bit.ly/2oQzb3M and in Wiest
et al. (2016). From these point counts, we estimated abundance using data from the passive portion of
the surveys and the unmarked package in program R (Fiske and Chandler 2011).
For each site we provide three types of vegetation data. We collected information on percent
cover of different cover classes and dominant species within 50 m of each bird survey point.
Additionally, we estimated the abundance of major vegetation types along 100 m transects that pass
through each bird survey point. These data were collected using the standard SHARP vegetation
protocol, available on-line at http://bit.ly/2FmKCY4.
Finally, we collected real-time kinematic (RTK) elevation data by placing a 25-point square grid
over each survey point. Usually grids were 100 x 100 m, with RTK points spaced 20 m apart. When a grid
of that size would not fit within a marsh patch, we reduced the grid size to ensure that at least 10 points
were surveyed, with a minimum spacing of 5 m between points. For more details, see our sampling
protocol, online at http://bit.ly/2oOhD9g.
In the remaining pages of this report, we provide summary information for all sites investigated as part
of this project. Data summaries from other sites are available through other SHARP reports. Restoration
projects included in this report are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Living shoreline-oyster reef restoration and construction at Chincoteague NWR, VA (USFWS-76)
Salt marsh restoration and enhancement at Seatuck, Wertheim and Lido Beach National Wildlife
Refuges, Long Island, New York (USFWS-1): Lido Beach WMA
Restoring coastal marshes in NJ NWRs (USFWS-37): Cape May NWR
Restoring coastal marshes in NJ NWRs (USFWS-37): Edwin B. Forsythe NWR
Hail Cove living shoreline restoration, Eastern Neck NWR (USFWS-57)
Gandy’s Beach shoreline protection project, NJ (USFWS-77)
Protecting property and helping coastal wildlife: enhancing salt marsh and estuarine function
and resiliency for key habitats on impacted wildlife refuges from Rhode Island to southern
Maine (USFWS-65): John H. Chafee NWR
Restoring resiliency to the Great Marsh; Parker River NWR, MA (USFWS- 43)
Prime Hook National Wildlife Refuge coastal tidal marsh/barrier beach restoration (USFWS-15)
Restoring Coastal Marshes in NJ NWRs (USFWS-37): Supawna Meadows NWR
Strengthening Sachuest Bay’s coastal resiliency (RI) (NFWF 41795): Sachuest Point NWR
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•
•

Salt marsh restoration and enhancement at Seatuck, Wertheim and Lido Beach National Wildlife
Refuges, Long Island, New York (USFWS-1): Seatuck NWR
Salt marsh restoration and enhancement at Seatuck, Wertheim and Lido Beach National Wildlife
Refuges, Long Island, New York (USFWS-1): Wertheim NWR

Each summary includes information on restoration techniques employed, timing of restoration
work, maps of restoration and control survey points, abundance of tidal marsh obligate birds, relative
abundance of different vegetation cover types, and elevation data from restoration and control sites.
Information about restoration activities and timing was provided by the relevant point-of-contact for
each project; in some cases, this information was not provided to us and is thus omitted.
Timing of management activities at restoration sites limited our ability to collect postrestoration data because only one project was completed before 2016, and some are still not completed
(see site summaries for details). Nonetheless, we have developed a plan via other funding that will
ensure continued monitoring of birds, vegetation, and elevation through 2022, thereby taking
advantage of the detailed baseline data collected during this project.
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